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MARCO POLO 1254-1324 

 Marco Polo was an explorer who lived over 700 years ago in the city of Venice.  His Father 

and Uncle were great travellers who had travelled to China when Marco was very young.  

When he was 17 he accompanied them on their return to China.  The trip was very long and 

it took 3 ½ years to travel over 5600 miles.  It was perilous, especially when they had to 

cross the Gobi Desert.  Once in China seeing paper money and coal for the very first time 

fascinated Marco Polo.  He was also impressed with the Imperial Postal service that had 3 

levels.  To send a “Second Class” letter, you gave it to foot-runners that ran between relay 

stations about 3 miles apart.  They wore bells around their waists so that as they approached 

the relay station, someone would be ready to take the message on to the next station.   “First 

Class” business post was carried on horseback between staging posts 25 miles apart.  Really 

important Imperial business was carried on horseback by the same courier, stopping only to 

get a fresh horse.  Marco Polo and his Father and Uncle stayed in China for 17 years before 

they returned to Venice.  This time they travelled by sea but it took them 2 years and over 

600 passengers and crew died on the voyage.  They were assisted on their travels by carrying 

a special Golden Tablet that guaranteed their safe passage.  On his return to Venice Marco 

Polo wrote a book but because no one had ever travelled that far east before, many of his 

tales were seen as lies.   It was only in the last century when parts of China were revisited by 

westerners for the very first time since Marco Polo that his stories were found to be true. 

 Marco Polo spoke 4 languages, was 70 when he died in his home city of Venice and he had 

3 daughters. 
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Used Imperial Class, Venice and Gobi to demonstrate 

Multi-Sensory Learning
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1 – 10 in

Japanese



1.  ichi 6.  rocku

2.  knee 7.  shichi 

3.  san 8.  hatchi

4.  she 9.  coo

5.  go 10.  ju
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1        uno             

2       dos             

3       tres            

4       cuatro        

5       cinco          

6       seis         

7       siete         

8       ocho          

9       nueve    

10     diez          
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